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The aim of this research is to know how human emotion are presented by 

the authors in the horror short stories The Tell-Tale Heart by Edgar Allan Poe and 

That Bus is Another World by Stephen King as the classic and the contemporary 

works based on author psychology. This research used a descriptive qualitative 

method and used theory of human emotions by Smith (2015) to analyze the data. 

Then, the researcher connect it by the character dimension and make it strong based 

on supporting of secondary data. The result shows that there are different type of 

emotions that exist in both short stories based on the background of the authors at 

the time. The Tell-Tale Heart express the main emotion of hate to the eye of the old 

man as the capturing of Poe to the pain or dark things that he experienced during 

his life until this story was written. Meanwhile That Bus is Another World is more 

drawing the emotion of sympathy and panic as the capturing of King’s feeling and 

concern for the social environment at the time when he was in the heavy traffic jam. 

Furthermore, there are also some emotions that still new or rarely talked about 

before that the authors present in their work, among of them irritation, dread, 

bafflement, compassion, and relief.  

 

Keywords: emotions, author’s psychology, horror, classic, contemporary.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

  

A. Background 

Human emotion is often used as content in a literary work. That is because 

emotion is one of the things that cannot be separated from human life, and literary 

work can become a medium to reflect it through the creation of the author. The 

author use literary work to present their creation through the words (Junaid & 

Pertiwi, 2015: 109). 

Representation of human emotion in literary work is also related to the 

author’s circumstance. The author sometimes writes a story based on their feeling 

or emotion. For example, when the author feels pain, loneliness, or happiness, the 

author will present a story consisting of that feeling. In other words, the presentation 

of emotions in literary work is closely related to the author’s condition, this is called 

the psychology of the author (Wellek & Werren, 1990: 90). The example of literary 

work packed with the presentation of the author’s emotion is Virginia Woolf’s 

novel entitled To the Light House (1927). The novel tells of the plight of a family 

on the coast of Scotland. In her story, the author was able to describe some human 

emotions. The writing of novel was set against a background of the author’s 

condition that recalls her early life in 1890. This example shows that Virginia Woolf 

creates a story that presents some human emotions, where the idea appears based 

on her feeling. The circumstance that character faces in the plot of the story results 

in some type of emotions. 
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Talking a about emotions, Allah SWT also says in QS. Al-Isra verse 84 

about emotion as follows 

فرََبُّكُمْ اعَْلمَُ بمَِنْ هوُ اهَْدٰى  ۗ   قلُْ كُلٌّ يَّعْمَلُ عَلٰى شَا كِلتَِه  

 سَبِيْلًا َ

qul kulluy ya’malu ‘alaa syaakilatih, fa robbukum a’lamu biman huwa ahdaa 

sabiilaa.  

Meaning:   

Allah SWT says: “Everyone acts according to his own character (made up of 

his creed, worldview, and disposition), and your God (Allah SWT) knows 

best who is better guided in his way.” (QS. Al-Isra: 84) 

 

The Minister of Religion Republic Indonesia interpreted this verse that 

Allah SWT instructed the prophet Muhammad to tell his people that they should 

work according to their own potential and tendencies. All people are welcome to 

work according to their own character, disposition, and willingness. Almighty Allah 

SWT as ruler of the universe, knows who among follows the truth and follows the 

call of duty. Everything will be given a fair decision.  

Based on the interpretation above, it can be concluded that human works by 

their way or circumstances. Humans act based on their character and emotions. 

Thus, a human’s actions are profoundly affected by their emotions. Therefore, 

emotion is a thing that cannot be separated from humans because all the 

circumstances that each individual faces will create certain emotions, including the 

situation that happened in a literary work. Another conclusion is emotions in literary 

work can be written based on the genre that the writer has decided. Emotional 
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situations can awaken feelings associated with actions and cause tension (Krech in 

Endraswara, 2008: 40). 

One of the genres of literary works that can provide an overview of human 

emotion is horror. The horror genre is written to arouse the emotion of the reader, 

such as fear or surprise (Derry, 2009: 16). The horror genre recovers such recurring 

themes as serial murder, frogging, haunted places, trance, etc. The horror genre is 

full of the exploitation of elements intended to arouse the tension of the consumer 

(Pinel, 2006: 124). It covers a number of subgenres and themes, such as serial 

murders, vampires, zombies, possessed, alien terrors, cannibalism, haunted houses, 

and so on. However, although it may be synonymous with fear or suspense, 

sometimes emotions are displayed not only in those emotions but also there are 

other emotions that relate to the everyday life of a human being because there is 

also a kind of horror that does not make the mythical characters as the main thing, 

but readers are confronted with normal human figures, but at the end, they show 

their “demon” or “monster” side. Usually, they are individuals who are “mentally 

ill” or socially isolated. It is called horror personality (Derry, 1977: 97). The 

diversity kinds of horror genres makes the production of the horror genre in literary 

work still exist from time to time, whether from the classic period until the 

contemporary period with its own characteristics.  

The horror genre developed from classic time and rose to a peak around 

1790 and became the dominant genre of its time. The mysterious atmosphere 

environment and the great castle are the first backdrops for the authors like Ann 

Radcliffe or Matthew Lewis, those works represent the transformation of a gothic 
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novel into horror. The writer of the day became famous because its combination 

brought perfect fright and fear into the air as well as supernatural tension and fear. 

While in America, some famous scary writers include Edgar Allan Poe (The Black 

Cat, 1843; That Fall of The House of Usher, 1839 and another short stories). 

Meanwhile, in the contemporary time, the conflict was talk of such blatant violence 

and brutality, examples of how contemporary horror is represented by Jiří Kulhánek 

in his novel Lords of Fear (1995). The authors of two different times used 

mysterious and frightening elements specifically for the horror genre (Prohászková, 

2012: 134-136). 

The phenomena above lead the researcher to select two objects of literature 

to be compared. The first object is the classic horror short story The Tell-Tale Heart 

(1843), with the main story about the unnamed narrator who feels disturbed by the 

eyes of an old man. The narrator kills the old man and hides the corpse. At the end 

of the story, the narrator admits his mistake because felt always hears the old man’s 

heartbeat (Amir, 2018: 24). This work was written by the famous author Edgar 

Allan Poe. He was an American writer of short stories, poets, critics, and editors. 

He was famous for the mysterious and terrible stories which are embedded in his 

work. Furthermore, the atmosphere in his horror fiction genre is unrivaled in 

American fiction (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2023: 4). The Tell-Tale Heart is one of 

his famous works of Poe. In this work, Poe conveys a moral message implicitly 

(Shen, 2013: 325). Furthermore, rather than being supernatural, the written is more 

closely with human relationships and inner problems. Thus, the underlying horrors 
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of the reader are not so big, but it may make the reader to looking for a reason 

behind the writing of the story.  

Another literary work that will become the object of this research is the 

contemporary horror short story That Bus is Another World (2014). It is about a 

man named Wilson who is on a journey to a business meeting. On the way, his cab 

stopped next to a bus. Wilson saw a man kill a woman on a bus. This situation made 

Wilson confused, he wanted to report the incident, but he also had to continue his 

journey (Liljas Library, 2014). This story is written by Stephen King. He was an 

American novelist and short story who is famous for his horror works and had the 

role of reenacting the 20th-century horror fiction genre because of the book’s horror 

that he wrote. He is also known as the King of Horror (Encyclopedia Britannica, 

2023: 2). The story is interesting because King was inspired by his personal 

experience when he was stuck in a traffic jam. It also contains many values of life. 

Although the story is a horror genre, the writing shows how darkness hides in 

human life and how people commit crimes or violence (Nobrega in Garret, 2018: 

20). Thus, there will be some emotions experienced by the character in the story.  

From those two objects, the researcher would like to know more deeply 

about how emotions presented by authors of horror short stories that are written at 

different times by different authors. Theory of emotion that uses is theory of Smith 

in The Book of Human Emotions (2015). Smith is a researcher who lives in London. 

She is a researcher at Centre for the History of the Emotions, Queen Mary 

University of London, and was also BBC New Generation Thinker in 2014. Smith 

worked as a theatre director before beginning her career. 
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Both objects above are chosen by the researcher because the horror genre 

shows changes from era to era. Therefore, the researcher wants to compare to see 

the significant change of two horror genres from different eras. Especially, Stephen 

King as the author of contemporary horror said that he likes any horror movie, and 

most of them based on the title that taken from Poe’s works. (King, 2000: 46). 

Therefore, the researcher wants to see are there differences between Poe’s and 

King’s style in the written horror story although King likes many Poe’s works. 

Then, in emotions case, although the horror genre is synonymous with emotions of 

tension and fear, the researcher is curious about probably not only those emotions 

presented but also there are emotions based on the condition of the author at the 

time and some emotions that rarely talked about before. Probably, the emotions that 

presented in contemporary works more complex than the emotions that presented 

in classic works.  

Moreover, those The Tell-Tale Heart and That Bus is Another World does 

not show the supernatural and mysticism, but it is probably have relation with 

background life the authors that caused the creation of that works. Finally, the 

findings of the research can contribute to the study of human emotions. 

B. Problem Statement 

Based on the background above, the problem statement formulated is how 

are the emotions presented by authors of horror short stories in classic and 

contemporary era through the story The Tell-Tale Heart by Edgar Allan Poe and 

That Bus is Another World by Stephen King based on author psychology? 
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C. Objective of the Research 

Based on the problem statements above, the objective of the research is to 

describe how emotions that presented by authors of horror short stories in classic 

and contemporary era through the story The Tell-Tale Heart by Edgar Allan Poe 

and That Bus is Another World by Stephen King based on author psychology. 

D. Significance of the Research 

The results of the research give additional knowledge to the readers about 

human emotions because there some emotions that still new or rarely talked about 

before. The reader also can get new knowledge and reference about the different 

presentations of emotion in classic and contemporary horror of short stories based 

on authors’ psychology.  

E. Scope of the Research  

The researcher limits this research. The researcher only focus on analyzing 

the emotions of the main character from both short stories, which are The Tell-Tale 

Heart by Edgar Allan Poe and That Bus is Another World by Stephen King by 

using the theory of Tiffany Watt Smith from The Book of Human Emotions (2015). 

The researcher selects ten emotions from the book that are possibly indicating the 

emotions of main character from both short stories.  
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

A. Previous Study 

The researcher presents some previous findings which related to this 

research, as follow:  

First, journal of The Author’s Psychological Aspect and Its Influence on The 

Main Character’s Characterization in The Novel Lady Chatterlay’s Lover by David 

Herbert Lawrence written by Basuki (2015). In this journal, the author discusses 

about the novel Lady Chatterlay’s Lover by David Herbert Lawrence, influenced 

by the background of live authors and social, cultural and economic circumstances 

of England before and after the First World War. The researcher uses analytical 

methods to search for data as well as psychological and expressive methods to study 

the life experiences of the main character of the novel and link them with the 

author’s condition. Data collection techniques are literature research by collecting 

primary and secondary data. The result of the study shows that the background of 

the author and social cultural condition has a psychological impact on the author’s 

exposure to the main character of the novel. 

Second, a journal by Yulianto (2017) entitled Aspek Psikologi Tokoh Utama 

dalam Novel “Sang Pemimpi” Karya Andrea Hirata. This journal studies about 

manifestations of inner conflict within the main character and the positive message 

that the author is trying to convey. The study uses a study of descriptive analytic 

methods. Analysis shows that the inner conflict that afflicts the main character is 

promoted by the author as a medium to deliver a positive message to the reader, 
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especially on the inside of conflicts that are morally ambiguous and pessimistic 

about success. 

Third, a journal entitled Psychology in “Anne of Green Gables” Novel 

Written By Lucy Maud Montgomery written by Arfiani & Saud (2019). This journal 

analyze Lucy Maud Montgomery’s psychology reflected in her novel. Data 

collecting uses data documentation techniques that are records of past events. 

Documentation includes the content of novels and the biography of the author. The 

approach to analyze novels is a psychological approach. Studies show that Lucy 

Maud Montgomery as the author, and Anne, as the main characters in the novel, 

have the same desire to be appreciated and feel lonely. In addition, the loneliness 

experienced by Lucy Maud Montgomery prompted the school-writing Anne of 

Green Gables. 

The three previous findings above have similarities and differences with the 

research the researcher will do. The similarities are all of the research uses the 

psychology of the author’s approach to finding results. Meanwhile, the differences 

are the first research focuses on analyze psychology aspect of the author that 

influences the main character of the novel, the second research focuses on analyze 

the positive message that the author wants to deliver through the inner conflict of 

the character in the novel, and the third research focuses on analyze psychology or 

condition of the author that becomes background in writing the novel. As for this 

research, the researcher will focus on analyzing how are the emotion presented by 

authors of horror short stories in classic and contemporary eras. The researcher find 

the differences and the possibility of emotions that are rarely talked about before, 
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as many new human emotions have been discovered by Tiffany Watt Smith in The 

Book of Human Emotions (2015). 

B. Theoretical Framework 

The researcher puts some related theory that are used to support this 

research, among them: 

1. Psychology of Literature 

Psychology of literature is an inter-discipline between psychology 

and literature (Endraswara, 2008: 16). Psychology literature gives thought 

to the human psyche in literature by considering the characteristic of the 

author, characterization of characters in the story, or events experienced by 

characters in the story. 

The psychology of literature is rated as important in reflecting 

human psychological activity through literary work. Thus, the capacity of 

the author to present written characters of the human psyche is required 

because the actual human activities described in the story are regarded as a 

reflection of real human life at a certain place or time. 

The study of psychology in literary work identifies the psychological 

aspect of the author, work, and reader (Tarigan, 1985: 213). This statement 

means that the area of psychology approach not only focuses on the genetic 

problem but also can be used to analyze psychological aspects of characters 

in the story and impact of the literary work on the reader. Tarigan’s 

statement is similar to the opinion of Wellek & Warren (1962: 81), that there 

are four aspects of the psychology literature approach, which are: (1) 
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psychological study of the author as the individual and as the type, (2) study 

of the creative process of the author, (3) study of types and laws of literary 

work, and (4) study of effect of literary work to the reader.   

Psychology study that focuses on the author as the individual and as 

the type and the creative process is the study of the aspect of the author as 

the creator of literary work, or we call it the psychology of the author 

approach.  

The psychology of the author is the study that consists of a region of 

both the artistic psychology of the author, where the author as a type and as 

a person (Wellek & Warren, 1990: 90). The focus of this study is the 

psychological aspect of authors who have to do with the birth of literature. 

Thus, the psychological condition of an author would have an impact on the 

literature. 

By means of literature in which the author, the author expresses 

their feeling and through their psychological approach can be discerned by 

the author’s underlying circumstances in writing the literature. A 

characteristic mental state is a stimulus to the creativity of the author (Sitor 

Situmorang in Eneste, 2009: 43). 

The psychology of author views literary work as an author’s 

expression, the author’s feeling, or the product of the author’s imagination. 

The range of this study covers a psychological aspect of the author that is 

connected with the creation of literary work, individual experience, the 
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author’s environment, and the specific purpose that propels the author in 

creating the literary work. 

The researcher who uses the psychology of author approach can 

take three ways: (1) studying a certain work or some works of the author to 

draw a conclusion about the author’s psychology, (2) studying the author’s 

biography or background, and (3) study the author’s biography, author’s 

background, and the psychological aspects of the work that is used as the 

object of research. A biography or background and circumstances social 

culture in which the literature was written can be used to find the 

psychological aspect of the literary work. In contrast, the meaningful 

perceived side of the literary work can be used to interpret the 

psychological aspects of the author.  

2. Short Story 

The short story is narrative prose written shorter than a novel and 

longer than a fable that focuses on big or small problems and focuses on 

building strong feelings from readers. According to Sumardjo (1981: 30), a 

short story is fictitious, relatively short, and contains only one event or one 

effect for them. A short story can be read in one sitting (Sumardjo, 2007: 

202). Therefore, stories presented in a short story have only one event or 

episode. 

Although short story only have one event, but short story has various 

genre like novel, one of the genre in short story is horror genre. Horror genre 

is used by human so that human can explore their fear, forced to consider 
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the imagined negative possibilities, which is probably much worse, in fact 

(Derry, 2009: 16). Short story of genre horror consists of the story about 

situation that can increase or influence the feeling of tension or fear of the 

reader.  

Besides that, the short story also has intrinsic elements as the 

structure to build it, it also can be interpreted as everything contained in 

literary work and influence that literature. As the intrinsic elements of short 

story consist of:  

a) Theme 

A theme is the basis of the story or the main idea developed 

by the author. According to Stanton in Nurgiyantoro (2013: 114), 

the theme is the meaning conceived by a story. Therefore, theme is 

the point idea in a story. 

b) Character and Characterization 

The character can be defined as a performer that support an 

event so the story may become readily available (Aminuddin, 2010: 

80). Character also can be portrayed as a model in the course of a 

story. Meanwhile characterization is the technique of the author 

showing the characters in the story so that the personality of those 

characters is known (Siswandarti, 2009: 44). In other words, 

characterization is an element that shows the attitude of a character. 

Character has three dimensions as the fundamental structure. 

Those dimensions build the characterization in a literary work. 
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Wellek & Warren in Mustika (2017) stated those dimension 

structure; psychological, sociological, and physiological.  

1. Psychological dimension 

Psychological dimension related with the personal qualities 

of the character. As psychology is discipline that observes 

and studies behavior and activities of human, which are the 

manifestation of the psychological aspect, includes the 

psychological background, such as mentality, ego, 

temperament, ambition, and frustration.  

2. Sociological dimension 

Sociological dimension is the social background and the 

society where the character lives, in which there is a social 

interaction, a social system among them. A social system 

consists of the system of family, politics, economics, belief, 

education and constitutions. The social background or social 

system characterizes his/her behavior, the way he/she acts 

when facing the problems. 

3. Physiological dimension  

Physiological dimension related with the physical aspect of 

the character, that is appearance and general health of the 

character. The aim of this description is to give as clear as 

possible the physical condition of character. For example of 
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physiological dimension are sex, age, appearance, heredity, 

skin color, and eye.   

c) Setting 

The setting is a platform that has a sense of place, time 

relation, and the social environment where events are related 

(Nurgiantoro, 2009: 216). The setting is the painting of the place, 

time, and scene or atmosphere of an event (Siswandarti, 2009: 44). 

Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that the setting is 

the picture of the place, time, and atmosphere in a fiction story. 

d) Plot 

A short story cannot be separated from the plot because the 

stories in it are interconnected by timing or causality. This is called 

a plot. A plot is a relationship between causal events, not just the 

chronological line-up (Nurgiyantoro, 2009: 112). An event is 

usually caused or will cause another. The plot may also be 

illustrations or a character’s journey in acting, thinking, feeling, or 

facing the problem. Tension or conflict would arise in the storyline.  

e) Point of View 

Point of view is the presentation of a story, event, and action 

in a work of fiction based on the position of the author 

(Nurgiyantoro, 2009: 246). It is agreeing with Siswandarti (2009: 

44) that point of view is the author’s position in fiction. Therefore, 

point of view is the view of an author that is presented in a story. 
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f) Language Style 

Language is a means of communication. Similarly, in 

literature, each author has their own language for story writing as a 

form of communication with the reader. The language style is the 

language that authors use, such as the pop style for teenagers, the 

communicative style, or the sort of rigid language that is used in 

translation stories (Siswandarti, 2009: 44). Language style also has 

a meaning as the way of the author to presents something to the 

reader (Nurgiyantoro, 2009: 276). 

g) Message 

Message can be defined as a word that the author wants to 

convey to the reader. Every story must have a certain message, 

whether conveyed, written or implied. According to Saryono (2019: 

19), the message is an attainable goal of an author. It usually contains 

moral values, attitudes, or behavior. A message can become a 

medium of contemplation for the reader. 

3. Human Emotions 

Emotion is a feeling that pops into someone’s mind to do something. 

It is related to Goleman (2015: 409) that emotion refers to a feeling and 

thoughts that are typical of it, a biological and psychological imperative, 

and a set of willingness to act. Another opinion of emotions is from Santrock 

(2007: 6-7), emotion is a feeling that arises when a person is in a 

circumstance or in an interaction is considered important by their 

representing comfort or discomfort to the situation or the interaction being 
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experienced. Based on the statement of experts above, it can be concluded 

that emotion is a human’s mental reaction of humans usually toward to 

certain object or incident. 

Smith, in The Book of Human Emotions (2015: 4), explains that 

inside each human has a temporal lobe is a teary-shaped structure called 

Amigdala, referred to by neurologists as the command center of ‘human 

emotions’; it is the center that judges stimulation from the outside world, 

deciding whether to evade or approach. This triggers a sensory response, 

increases the heart rate, instructs glands to secrete hormones, ventilate limbs 

or makes eyelids twitch.  

Emotions can be affected by memory. In other words, memory also 

plays a role in the emergence of human emotions or feelings. Memory is a 

highly structured system, enabling organisms to record facts about the world 

and to use their knowledge to guide their behavior (Schlessinger & Groves 

in Rakhmat, 2000: 62). Hence, memory can cause humans to develop certain 

feelings because of a particular memory. In this case, memory is categorized 

as a source of fact. Human memories of events from the past, especially 

memorable ones are stored in their souls (Elita, 2004: 27). Such events then 

increase the person to express their emotions. Not all emotions are rooted in 

their past memory, but some memories of the past leave their imprint. For 

instance, many inspired authors wrote work based on memories from their 

past. 
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Human emotions has variety types. In The Book of Human Emotions 

(2015), Smith mentions 154 types of human emotion, both rare and familiar 

to us. However, from those emotions, only some emotions that selected for 

this research. Those selected emotions possibility indicate or are related to 

the emotions of the main character from the short stories The Tell-Tale 

Heart by Edgar Allan Poe and That Bus is Another World by Stephen King, 

among of the emotions are: 

1) Bafflement 

Bafflement is the condition of being completely unable to 

understand or explain something. In this case, bafflement is 

described in a way that sounds like sound waves. Bafflement occurs 

when a person is confronted with too many choices, especially those 

that are not well organized to follow or make a person lose direction.  

The person also sometimes feels frustrated, impatient, 

disgusted, blockage of information, and triggers feelings of random 

existential anxiety. 

2) Compassion 

Compassion is a strong feeling or emotion of sympathy and 

sadness for the suffering or bad luck of others and a wish to help 

them. Compassion is never included in the universal emotions list, 

but it could be (Nussbaum in Smith, 2015: 43).  

Compassion is characterized by a desire to help someone, but 

sometimes there are doubts about doing so for fear of offending 
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someone, fear being exploited, or abandoning involvement. 

However, despite occasional doubts, some people have been able to 

apply this attitude. People who apply compassion can be more soft 

heart. Moreover, compassion not only provides the benefit of others 

but also the satisfaction and well-being of the perpetrator. 

3) Contentment 

Contentment is happiness or satisfaction because of having 

or achieving something. In this case, the human feels that their 

wishes or dreams are fulfilled. Contentment is also defined as a 

mental or emotional state that may be taken from the ease in a 

human’s situation, body, and mind. Contentment is one who accepts 

a situation and is a lighter and more tentative form of happiness 

(Schwartz et al., 2002: 5).  

One example of contentment is contentment in the 

occupation. If someone has achieved the desired expectation in 

his/her job, the person gives the best work. The traits of disgruntled 

workers are those who have high motivation for work and they 

prefer to do their job (Herzberg in Sumantri, 2001: 83). 

4) Dread 

Dread is a feeling of being extremely worried or frightened 

about something that is going to happen or that might happen. Dread 

differs from fear or panic, which is usually triggered by an 

immediate threat. Dread is a restlessness felt in the approaching 
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shadows of threats. This emotion is described as being speechless 

and resigned to God. 

5) Guilt 

Guilt is the emotion of having committed a specified or 

implied offense or crime. People who feel guilt feel overwhelmed 

guilty, but they also try to imply that they are innocent.  

Freud in Smith (2015: 105-106) expressed that such guilt is 

something that humans are really anxious to avoid. Whereas 

according to Adler in Smith (2015: 106), guilt is a combination of 

self-blame and even a desire to punish their selves. Other signs of 

guilt are that a person wants the source of the guilt to be eliminated, 

fear of making eye contact, and fear that their conversation has no 

resolution (Smith 2015: 106). 

6) Hatred 

Hatred is a strong feeling of dislike or hate. The concept of 

hatred seems more abstract and differs from anger or rage. Hatred 

seems to breed hatred toward someone and wants the hated to perish. 

Therefore, the concept of hatred here does not want to hurt or deface 

the hated person but has the aim of obliterating or killing the hated. 

Even those who have these emotions realize that this emotion is 

sometimes difficult be erased (Aristotle in Smith 2015: 112-113). 
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7) Irritation 

Irritation is the feeling of being angry or annoyed or 

something that makes a human feel like this. Irritation is one of 

representation of anger (Canary, Brian, & Beth in Fridayanti and 

Fitriah, 2020: 4). This is caused by the annoyance of someone’s 

feelings over something.  

The word irritation began to use to describe a vexed feeling, 

usually brought on by someone else’s contemptuous behavior. 

Irritation is usually characterized by anxiety, sleep deprivation, or 

being annoyed of something. Scientists also think that getting 

irritation is a lofty endeavor (Smith, 2015: 132). 

8) Relief 

Relief is a feeling of happiness that arises in a person when 

something unpleasant or sad stops or doesn’t happen at all. A feeling 

of relief can also be associated with gratitude.  

Smith, in The Book of Human Emotions (2015: 181), 

explains that relief can be described in two forms. The first form is 

a loss of tension in the body, such as sneezing or belching. The 

second form is the arising of contentment. The study of both forms 

of relief has the same structure, that is the pleasure arises when pain 

or anticipation has abated. 
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9) Panic 

Panic is a strong sense of fear or rash that arise suddenly and 

makes a person unable to think calmly. Panic is also defined as an 

anxiety disorder or a feeling of fear that is difficult to describe 

(Smith, 2015: 164).   

A person with panic emotion is usually characterized by 

various things. Some feel excessive fear or anxiety, a pounding 

heart, discomfort, nausea, shortness of breath, and perspiration. The 

causes of panic are also varied, sometimes from unpleasant 

experiences, depression, past trauma, or feeling of guilt. 

10) Shock 

Shock is a sudden, unexpected, and often unpleasant or 

offensive event and the emotional or physical reaction to such an 

event. Smith explains that shock is a state of surprise at something 

that suddenly happened and is undesirable, such as viewing a crash, 

attack, or unexpected news. A person who is shocked feels 

speechless because of misunderstandings and distrust (Smith, 2015: 

204).  

Nowadays, shock is used in medical terms to describe the 

life-threatening condition of blood loss or allergic reactions (Smith, 

2015: 205). 
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C. Synopsis 

1. The Tell-Tale Heart 

The Tell-Tale Heart is a short story written by American author 

Edgar Allan Poe. It was published in 1843. The story tells about an unknown 

narrator who endeavors to convince the reader of the narrator’s sanity while 

simultaneously describing a murder the narrator committed. The victim was 

an old man with filmy pale blue “vulture-eyes”, as the narrator calls it. The 

narrator emphasizes the careful calculation of the murder, attempting the 

perfect crime, complete with dismembering the body in the bathtub and 

hiding it under the floorboards. Ultimately, the narrator’s actions result in 

hearing a thumping sound, which the narrator interprets as the dead man’s 

beating heart (The Tell Tale Heart and Other Writings, 1982: 1-6). 

2. That Bus is Another World 

That Bus is Another World is a short story written by Stephen King. 

It was published first in 2014 and was collected in the book entitled The 

Bazaar of Bad Dream in 2015. This story tells of a man named Wilson from 

Birmingham who recently traveled to New York by plane for an important 

business meeting with Market Forward. Market Forward is one of the top 

advertising firms in the internet era. Upon arrival, he quickly had bad luck. 

His luggage was misplaced at the airport terminal, and he was anxious to 

get to the meeting on time, despite the three-hour journey. After that, he 

decided to take a taxi, which was driven by a jaded Sikh man to the meeting 

when it rained. While the taxi was stuck in traffic, Peter Pan rolled another 
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road next to the taxi, and Wilson caught see a beautiful woman reading a 

magazine sitting next to a strange man with a black trench coat rummaging 

through a black bag. The man took out a black scarf and sniffed it before 

continuing to cut the woman’s neck, put a scarf around woman’s neck to 

catch the blood, then put his finger in his mouth, smiling to Wilson through 

the rain windows as though Wilson knew they were sharing a terrible 

secret. Wilson argued, whether he should call the police or not. But, finally 

reasoned that maybe it was just a joke, like the flash mob or another 

passenger on the bus had attacked and conquered the man, keeping him 

calm. Get out of the cab and walked the rest of the way to his meeting in 

the rain (Bazaar of Bad Dreams, 2014: 415-422). 

D. Biography of the Authors 

1. Edgar Allan Poe 

Edgar Allan Poe was born on January 19, 1809, in Boston. When 

he was three years old, his parents passed away. Thus, Poe was cared by 

his godfather, John Allan. John was a wealthy tobacco trader.  

Poe went to the University of Virginia (UVA) in 1826, but he 

withdrew because of gambling debts. In 1830, Poe published his first 

poetry books, then served in the U.S. army for two years and won the 

appointment to West Point. After a quarrel with Allan, Allan cut him off, 

and Poe was dismissed from the academy. 

In 1835, Poe was an editor in Southern Literary Messenger in 

Richmond. In 1836, he married his 13-year-old cousin, Virginia. He also 
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completed his first work of fiction, Arthur Gordon Pym which was 

published in 1838. Shortly thereafter, Poe lost his job in the Messenger 

because of his drinks. The couple then moved to Philadelphia. There, Poe 

works as an editor at Burton’s Gentleman’s Magazine and Graham 

Magazine. Poe was known for his straight, unequivocal crags and dark 

horror stories like The Fall of The House of Usher and The Tell-Tale Heart. 

At the time also, Poe began writing mystery stories, including The Burial 

in the Rue Morgue and The Purloined Letter. Those works have earned him 

a reputation. He is known as the father of modern detective stories. 

In 1844, Poe moved to New York. The following year, he wrote the 

poem The Raven and made it succeed in printing a spectacular success. 

When Poe worked to launch the Broadway journal, his wife was sick and 

died of tuberculosis in early 1847. His wife’s death increased his addiction 

to alcohol and drug abuse. After getting involved with some women, in 

1849, Poe returned to Richmond and was engaged to his old girlfriend. 

However, before the wedding, Poe died.  

Poe’s death remains a mystery until the present. Some days before 

he died, he was found in a condition of weak and missed up in a ditch. Then 

he was taken to the hospital to get care. He died on October 7, 1849. (The 

Tell Tale Heart and Other Writings, 1982: 235).  

2. Stephen King 

Stephen King was born on September 21, 1947, in Portland, Maine. 

When he was two years old, his father left the family, so his mother became 
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a single parent to care for Stephen and his older brother, David. King rarely 

saw his mother because his mother took some low-paying job to live on.  

When he was a boy, King founds a book box of his father with 

books and fantasy horror fiction, and he read them. He started writing when 

he was seven years old. He also enjoyed watching science fiction and 

monster movies. In the panel discussion World Fantasy Convention 1984 

in Ottawa, Canada, he said that writing has always been his favorite thing. 

The first work he wrote was science fiction and adventure stories.  

When he was 12 years old, he started sending short fiction to 

magazines. Though he had not yet sold the story at the time, he won the 

first prize in an essay competition sponsored by a scholastic magazine. In 

High School, King wrote a small satirical newspaper called The Village 

Vomit. He published his first story at the age of 18 in a magazine, namely 

Comics Review. King graduated from High School in 1966. He went to the 

University of Maine and received a Bachelor of Arts Degree in 1970. Later, 

she married a writer named Tabitha Spruce and was blessed with three 

children. 

King earned money by doing some part-time work, such as writing 

a short story for some popular magazines. From the stories he sold, he made 

little money and sometimes no money at all, he was given only additional 

copies of the magazines to show or sell to others. In 1987, he published his 

first novel, Carrie. It was an accomplishment that enabled him to quit his 

other job. With this book, King became one of the best horror writers.  
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King’s works bring out everyday language, attention to details of 

the story’s environment, emotional character, realistic background, and 

emphasis on modern problems. His ability to create a story in which crimes 

occur in ordinary situations increases his popularity. Much of the story is 

based on some of his own experiences. This is viewed from several 

locations in the story he wrote based on his home in Maine or another 

location and his story relating to ordinary people who are faced with 

frightening events they should try to understand and overcome.  

One of King’s alleged inspirations in the writing of several of his 

works was that as a child, he witnessed the horrific death of a friend who 

was run over and killed by a train. This accident may have contributed to 

the inspiration for some of his darker writings. In his work, King also likes 

to write about how humans relate to each other in scary situations. His 

character is taken from young people and parents of diverse backgrounds. 

King says that he just wants to scare people. He likes to scare his readers 

after he makes them like his character. King stressed that character is very 

important. 

King usually writes every day except for Christmas, the fourth of 

July, and his own birthday. He often worked on two or three stories at once, 

from one story to the next, when his ideas came along. King also 

acknowledged that between 1977 and 1984, he wrote five novels under the 

pseudo-name Richard Bachman with the reason to cover the actual level of 

his productive and successful work that had filled the market capacity. 
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On June 19, 1999, King got experienced a horror event. When he 

walked around his summer house in Maine, he was hit by a van. King had 

multiple operations to correct a collapsed lung and multiple fractures in his 

leg and hip. She spent months in the hospital waiting for a meltdown. When 

he recovered, his health was no longer the same as it had been before the 

accident. 

In 2000, he wrote On writing: a memoir of the Craft. In this writing, 

he tries to give advice to those who want to be writers on the basis of his 

own experience. In early 2002, King announced his resignation from 

writing. Stephen King was considered a horror story expert and developed 

this kind of story to a whole new level. He was against the statement that 

the ideal format for a horror story was once a short story. He succeeded in 

writing a long horror story (Mazur, 2020: 1-3).  
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

A. Research Method 

Refer to the title “Human Emotions in the Horror Short Stories The Tell-

Tale Heart by Edgar Allan Poe and That Bus is Another World by Stephen King (A 

Comparative of Classic and Contemporary Work)”, this research use the design of 

descriptive qualitative methods to analyze data in the short story The Tell-Tale 

Heart by Edgar Allan Poe and That Bus is Another World by Stephen King.  

According to Creswell (2007: 1), qualitative method is a means to exploring 

or understanding the meaning of individual or group ascribe to a social or human 

problem. The qualitative method in research is a study that relies primarily on the 

collection of qualitative data with the purpose of describing, decoding, and drawing 

meaning from naturally occurring phenomena that cannot be understood numbers 

(Laela, 2017: 36). Therefore, the researcher analyzed how are the emotions 

presented by author of horror short stories in classic and contemporary era through 

the story The Tell-Tale Heart by Edgar Allan Poe and That Bus is Another World 

by Stephen King. 

B. Data Sources 

The data source is the main source for research, such as a phenomenon, fact, 

something that happened in the field, or a certain program. The data sources of this 

research are: 
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1. Primary Data 

The primary data are the short stories The Tell-Tale Heart by Edgar 

Allan Poe in the book THE TELL-TALE HEART AND OTHER WRITINGS 

(1942: 1-6) published by Bantam Classics and the short story That Bus is 

Another World by Stephen King in the book BAZAAR OF BAD DREAM 

(2015: 415-422) published by Hodder and Stoughton. In this primary data, 

the researcher pay attention to utterances, sentences, and phrases of the main 

character in both short stories, which contain the portrayal of emotions.  

2. Secondary Data 

The secondary data give give additional information on primary 

data. The secondary data of this research consist of information from the 

authors, which are: 

a) Edgar Allan Poe:  

1. Book Life of Edgar Allan Poe (1903) by James A. Harrison. 

2. An article of Awal Kehidupan Edgar Allan Poe (2015) by Toar 

Romario Sigar 

b) Stephen King: 

1. A Journal of Stephen King Biography (2020) by Lech Mazur.  

2. Book Bloom’s Modern Critical Views Stephen King Update 

Edition (2007) by Harold Bloom.  
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C. Instrument of Research 

The instrument of this research is note-taking. Note-taking is the process of 

extracting only the information that answers the research question or supports the 

working of research. According to Rau (2005: 1), note taking is a method of 

assembling data that requires using a note to write down data findings from data 

sources either verbally or written.  

The tools that use are pen and paper. The researcher used paper to write the 

quotes of those utterances, sentences, and phrases of the main character in the short 

story The Tell-Tale Heart by Edgar Allan Poe and That Bus is Another World by 

Stephen King, which contain portrayed emotions.  

D. Data Collection Procedures 

In the data collection procedures, the researcher apply some ways, there are:  

1. First, the researcher conducts an intensive reading. The researcher read the 

short stories The Tell-Tale Heart by Edgar Allan Poe and That Bus is 

Another World by Stephen King for many times in order to understand the 

stories well. 

2. Second, in reading the stories, the researcher pay attention to the utterances, 

sentences, and phrases of the main character in The Tell-Tale Heart by 

Edgar Allan Poe and That Bus is Another World by Stephen King, which 

contains portray of human emotions.  

3. Third, after finding some utterances, sentences, and phrases, the researcher 

wrote them in the notes based on the classified emotions that have been 

prepared.  
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4. Fourth, the researcher read the biography of the author to make strong and 

give an explanation of the findings.   

E. Techniques of Data Analysis 

After the data is collected, the next step is data analysis. The collected data 

is based Smith’s theory from The Book of Human Emotions (2015), that are 

bafflement, compassion, contentment, dread, guilt, hatred, irritation, relief, panic, 

and shock (10 selected emotion from 154 types). 

After that, the researcher analyzed those emotions by make it related with 

the characterization of the main character in the stories and also links it with the 

author’s condition. The researcher made the explanation strong based on supporting 

from secondary data. Then, the researcher draws the results and conclusions from 

the data. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Findings 

In this chapter, the researcher presents emotions that founded on the short 

stories The Tell-Tale Heart and That Bus is Another World by stated the plot. The 

focus object is the main character of both short stories, there are the narrator as the 

main character of The Tell-Tale Heart and Wilson as the main character of That 

Bus is Another World. The way to find the emotions is by paying attention to the 

plot of the stories; seeing the action, the utterance, or the situation that happened of 

the main character that can be produced certain emotions. 

This section is divided into two parts because there are two objects of this 

research. The first section is classic horror short story The Tell-Tale Heart and the 

second section is contemporary horror short story That Bus is Another World.  

1. The Tell-Tale Heart by Edgar Allan Poe 

The Tell-Tale Heart is a horror classic short story written by Edgar Allan 

Poe, and it was published in 1843. This story consists of some characters. Those 

characters make the plot of the story run well with their characterization. As the 

main character is narrator. Therefore, the idea of the author is delivered by the 

narrator’s point of view. 

In the story, the researcher found that the author puts four types of 

emotions that felt by the main character. Those emotions are based on Smith 

(2015) from The Book of Human Emotions. As the emotions that found are 
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irritation, guilt, hatred, and dread. The emotions are series based on the plot of 

the story. 

The narrator as the main character has big hate of the eye of an old man, 

a man who lives in the same apartment as the narrator. During the story, the 

narrator told a lot about how the big feeling of hate that he feels that becomes a 

reason for him to kill the old man.  

The story begins when the narrator as the main character expressed his 

feeling of irritation because of the accusation that he is mad. The accusation of 

made come from his action of killing the old man, a man who lives in the same 

apartment as the narrator. Then, the narrator told the story about what caused it 

until he decided to kill the old man. The narrator explains that the reason behind 

the take way to be killed is because of the eyes of the old man 

 “TRUE! – NERVOUS – very, very dreadfully nervous I had been and am! 

but why will you say that I am mad? The disease had sharpened my sense – 

not destroyed – not dulled them.” (Poe, 1942: 1).  

 

The narrator feels irritated because he did not accept if people consider that he 

is mad. Therefore, the narrator explains the story of what reason behind the 

killing of the old man:  

“How, then, am I mad? Hearken! and observe how healthy – how calmly I 

can tell you the whole story.” (Poe, 1942: 1). 

 

The narrator explains how his problem with the eyes of the old man. The 

narrator explains his way to disclaim that accusation and try to make the 

situation normal so people did not accuse him again. The narrator tries to 

convince people that he has a reason why he does it.  
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“It is impossible to say how first the idea entered my brain; but once 

conceived, it haunted me day and night. Object there was none. Passion 

there was none. I loved the old man. He had never wronged me. He had 

never given me insult. For his gold I had no desire. I think it was his eye! 

yes, it was this!” (Poe, 1942: 1).  

 
For him, it is impossible if he killed the old man because he loves the old man, 

so it is impossible if he hates it. However, the problem is because of the eyes. 

Therefore, the narrator feels guilty after killing the old man but he tries to defend 

himself by disclaiming the mistakes that he has done and explaining how he 

loved the man.  

To make people understand the condition of the narrator, he remembers 

again through his explanation he hates those eyes. There is no certain reason, 

that feeling directly appears in his mind. The narrator only really did not like 

the eye of the old man, it so disturbs the narrator’s life and he wants to keep an 

eye out forever. 

“He had the eye of a vulture – a pale blue eye, with a film over it. Whenever 

it fell upon me, my blood ran cold; and so by degrees – very gradually – I 

made up my mind to take the life of the old man, and thus rid myself of the 

eye forever.” (Poe, 1942: 1). 

 

The narrator would like to make those eyes’ never appear again in front of him. 

He has a big hate of it. Again, the narrator told that he do not have a problem 

with the old man: “for it was not the old man who vexed me, but his Evil Eye.” 

(Poe, 1942: 2). The narrator also told that the old man never disturbs the 

narrator, it is purely because of the eye. He hates it.  

“It was open – wide, wide open – and all grew furious as I gazed upon it. I saw it 

with perfect distinctness – all a dull blue, with a hideous veil over it that chilled the 

very marrow in my bones; but I could see nothing else of the old man’s face or 

person: for I has directed the ray as if by instinct, precisely upon the damned spot.” 

(Poe, 1942: 3). 
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When the old man opens his eye, it makes the feeling of hate increase. Those 

feeling still stays in the narrator which is why the narrator chose to kill him. 

But, a few days before, the narrator always applies good action to the old man. 

He protect him, he gave attention to him, he keep him until the old man slept. 

The narrator always does good actions and behavior toward the old man. 

Then, on the day that he had planned. He has done his action. The 

narrator finally killed the old man smartly. The process of murder is so clear so 

that he can make sure that none will notice it. However, it turns out that his 

action has been heard his neighbor and it made him be checked by the police 

When the police come to his apartment, at first the narrator can be calm 

and arrange the story to tell the police what happened. The narrator also lies that 

the old man was not here. But not long after, he felt panic and haunted by the 

murder that had been done, it made him cannot be calm again. He was afraid 

that if in the end, the police know the truth. Automatically he will get 

punishment. Therefore, because the biggest of dread, the narrator tells the police 

that he had done a murder.  

“Villains!” I shrieked, “dissemble no more! I admit the dead! – tear up the 

lank! – here, here! – it is the beating of his hideous heart!”. (Poe, 1942: 6).  

 

Look! The narrator finally tells the police about the location of the hidden corps. 

The narrator admits the mistakes and chooses to surrender or resign to the police 

because of the biggest dread.  

Based on the narrator’s confession in the story, it can be shown that most 

of emotions that the narrator has are based on the psychological dimensions. 
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The narrator has bad behavior, because he has a big sense of hate through 

something. In this case, the narrator has problem with the eye of the old man, 

so his emotions will appears when there is something that interrelated with those 

eyes. Therefore, those behavior make the narrator produce emotions of 

irritation, guilt, hatred, and dread.  

2. That Bus is Another World by Stephen King 

That Bus is Another World is a contemporary short story written by 

Stephen King. This story was published in 2014 and added to the book The 

Bazaar of Bad Dreams by Stephen King in 2015.  

Same with the first short story, this story also consist some types of 

emotions that felt by Wilson as the main character based on Smith theory 

(2015). As the emotions that the researcher found from this story are relief, 

panic, bafflement, compassion, and shock. Those emotions set to build the 

story. 

This story has a main character named Wilson. The story tells that 

Wilson gets a chance to represent his company to attend a business meeting 

with Market Forward in New York. Market Forward itself is an important 

company for advertising, while Wilson’s company settled in Birmingham. 

Knowing this news, Wilson is really happy and he will never waste this 

opportunity. Before going to New York, Wilson prepared all his important 

documents to make sure that all is complete. Wilson also goes early to the 

airport so that he can be on time and did not miss the plane.  
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However, during his journey, from the airport in New York until in the 

road when Wilson on the way to the meeting place, Wilson faces some incidents 

that become a problem of his journey. Those incident made this story run well.  

When the airplane landed in New York, Wilson direct to reach his 

luggage. However, here Wilson gets the first trouble, his luggage was lost. 

Wilson asks the official to help him search the luggage. Wilson feels panicked 

because of this problem, fortunately, his portfolio was still available so it made 

him grateful for the activity of searching for luggage. 

 “Wilson did, thinking of his mother saying. And thanking God he still has 

his portfolio.” (King, 2015: 416). 

 

After the luggage was founded, Wilson waited for the taxi to bring him to Park 

Avenue, a place of the meeting. The taxi queue was so long, Wilson tried to 

calm down.  

“I have a bumper, he soothed himself. Three hours is plenty. Also, I’m under 

the overhang and out of the rain. Count your blessings and relax.” (King, 

2015: 416-417). 

 

Because the taxi is so queue, Wilson feels panic again but he tries to relax. 

Wilson tries to reduce those feelings by convincing himself that he still has a 

bumper. While waiting for the taxi, Wilson imagine when he was in the 

presentation place and deliver his material presentation.  

“He rehearsed his pitch as he inched forward, visualizing each oversize 

showcard in his portfolio and reminding himself to be cool. To mount his 

very best charm offensive and put the potentially enormous change in his 

fortunes out of his mind the minute he walked into 245 Park Avenue.” 

(King, 2015: 417). 

 

A few moments later, the taxi queue inched forward. Wilson looked at his 

watch, he still had a few hours before the event began. 
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“Not to worry, he told himself, but he was starting to.” (King, 2015: 417). 

 

Although he still had time, Wilson worry and was afraid that he comes late. 

Because in his mind it is a golden opportunity for him so he did not want to 

waste it. 

Not too long, Wilson finally gets a taxi. Wilson gets a Sikh as the driver. 

When Wilson is in the taxi, the driver tells him that the driver is so bad. That 

condition automatically made Wilson more panic.  

“Wilson felt his bumper growing thinner with each pause and lurch of peristaltic 

forward motion. He had half an hour to make his pitch, half an hour only. Would 

they hold the slot for him if he were late? Would they say, ‘Fellows, of the fourteen 

small southern agencies we’re auditioning today for the big stage – a star is born, 

and all that – only one has a proven record or working with firms that have suffered 

environmental mishaps, and that one is Southland Concepts. Therefore, let us not 

leave Mr James Wilson out just because he’s a bit late’.” (King, 2015: 418). 

 

In the middle of a traffic jam, Wilson cannot be calm because the traffic is so 

heavy. He panic because thinking about the possibility bad things that maybe 

happened. He was also curious about how many hours they will spend on the 

road until they arrived at the destination place.  

“As they approached the Midtown Tunnel, he learned forward and asked the 

Sikh for an ETA.”  

“Half an hour?” (King, 2015: 418). 

 

Wilson asks the driver because he panics if he was late. Here, Wilson did not 

want anything. He just wants to arrive on time because time keeps going 

meanwhile they are stuck on the road.  

“I don’t want the world, he thought. I just want to get to 245 Park by quarter 

past two. Twenty past at the latest.” (King, 2015: 419). 

 

Wilson did care about the condition around him or with the presenter of the 

radio. The focus Wilson only to arrive in 245 Park. Wilson wants to get out of 
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the car and decides to walk, but the rain outside made him cannot do it. 

Especially Wilson has stuff.  

“Wilson thought, Take a chill pill. I can walk from here, if I have to. Eleven 

blocks, that’s all. Only it was raining, and he’d be dragging his goddam 

suitcase.” (King, 2015: 419). 

 

In the middle of his chaos, suddenly there was a bus stop next to his taxi. 

The Sikhs give a sign as a greeting maybe for people on the bus. While Wilson 

saw that there is a woman on the bus and also a man. Wilson pays attention to 

the woman, he saw the woman checks her lips. Then, suddenly Wilson saw 

something happen that made Wilson feels confused. At the time, Wilson forget 

all of his business and focus on the incident that he saw on the bus.  

The man who was with the woman on the bus did something to the 

woman. Wilson really cannot explain what happened just now. At that point, he 

saw that the man killed the woman using a knife in the woman’s neck. 

Meanwhile the other side, the driver complains about the traffic jam. Wilson is 

bafflement so he asks the driver if the driver also saw the same thing with 

Wilson.  

“ ‘Did you see that?’ Wilson asked. His voice sounded flat and unsurprised. 

‘That man on the bus. The one with the woman. (King, 2015: 421).  

 

Wilson wants to make sure if that incident is real or not. Wilson cannot think 

calmly, any imagination comes into his mind. Wilson also feels sympathy so he 

wants to help the woman by calling 911.  

“It was only with the cab moving again that Wilson thought of his cell. He 

took it out of his coat pocket and looked at it. If he’d been a quick thinker 

(always his brother’s department, according to their mother), he could have 

snapped Raincoat Man’s picture. It was too late for that, but not too late to 

call 911.” (King, 2015: 421).  
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Here, Wilson wants to call 911, but he also thinks that it is not a simple way if 

he calcalls1. There are a lot of requirements that had to be fulfilled and he 

explain. So, because the overcome with doubt he decided to cancel it and back 

focus to think about his job. 

Not long time, the driver just realize that Wilson had asked him about 

something. The driver asks Wilson again what is Wilson’s question just now. 

But because Wilson felt bafflement, instead answer the driver’s questions he 

was only busy with anything on his mind.  

“I could call, Wilson thought, but the guy will probably be off the bus and 

long gone before the police can get there. Probably? Almost certainly”. 

(King, 2015: 422).  

 

The incident just then made Wilson feels bafflement and try to find solutions 

about what the best thing he can do to help the woman. But he also thinks about 

how if when he had called the police, the man already get out from the bus. 

Wilson is bafflement by that situation. 

While continuing his journey, Wilson’s mind is full of guessing what 

happened just now. Wilson feels shocked and his mind plays a lot of things that 

possibly happened in the next after the murder. However, Wilson cannot see 

again because the bus is far behind his taxi.  

“He turned to look behind him. The bus was way back there now. Maybe, 

he thought, the woman cried out. Maybe the other passengers are already 

pilling onto the guy, the way passengers piled onto the Shoe Bomber when 

they figured out what he was up to”. (King, 2015: 422).  

 

Wilson still did not wonder what he just saw. He still feels shocked. He also 

tries positive thinking that all is well. 
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“Wilson thought, Speaking of pranks, it might not have been what I thought 

it was. It could have been a gag. One they played all the time. A flash-mob 

kind of thing.” (King, 2015: 422).  

 

Wilson tried again to guess what happened. The biggest panic that he 

has and the problem of the traffic jam make him guess many things. Wilson 

tries to guess the name that matches that incident.  

The more Wilson thought about it, he felt it the more real. Finally, 

because the traffic was still bad and he had controlled his feeling, he chose to 

think about his business again. Wilson wants to arrive soon so he asks the driver 

to stop the car when the next traffic light red and Wilson decide to walk by 

himself. 

Based on the Wilson’s experience, Wilson as the character of this story 

produce emotions based on his psychological and sociological dimension. The 

emotions that related with psychological are relief, panic, bafflement, and 

shock. It is appears when Wilson in the condition of thinking his job. In this 

case, every Wilson get a problem that related with his job, those emotions will 

be appear. While the emotions that related with the sociological dimension is 

compassion. Compassion appears when Wilson wants to help the woman in the 

bus, it shows that Wilson has a good attitude to the society because he care with 

the incident around him. In other word, he is not an apathy person because he 

wants to give a contribution to the society. 

B. Discussions 

Based on the data that presented in the findings above, the emotions that 

exist in the short story The Tell-Tale Heart by Edgar Allan Poe are irritation, guilt, 
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hatred, and dread. Those emotion are felt by the narrator as the main character. 

Here, the researcher found two types of emotion based Smith’s theory (2015) that 

are still new or rarely talked about before, that are irritation and dread. However, 

although those emotions are rarely talked about before, it is still has the same 

meaning with the emotions of angry and surrender. 

Basically, all of the emotions appear when the narrator face the case with 

the eye of the old man. When the narrator see the eye of the old man is opened, the 

emotion of hatred is appear. Then, when the narrator made a story about the reason 

he killed the old man, it made him produce the emotion of guilt. Last, when the 

narrator was interrogated with the police, the narrator felts dread so it made him 

tells the police about the truth.  

Seeing those types of emotion, it can be concluded that the short story The 

Tell-Tale Heart consists of some emotions. And of course, there is certain 

background that become a reason of the author present those emotion in is work. 

The way Edgar Allan Poe as the author presents the character with various emotions 

is represents some of Poe’s condition that becomes background writing the story. 

As Yanni stated in Winastri (2014: 7) that psychology criticism approaches a 

literary work as a disclosure of the author’s thoughts and personality.  

Edgar Allan Poe or Poe was born in Boston in 1809. He was known as one 

of the authors of the horror genre in the classic era. From he was a child until his 

death, Poe often gets tragic and sad situations in his life. Many scholars said that 

those situations became inspiration or background for some creations of his works 

(Poe, 1982:235) 
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Since he was in childhood, his parents were dead. Then, Poe was cared for 

by John Allan. In 1826, Poe join education in Virginia University. During his 

university life, Poe sometimes gets a hard situation because Allan did not give him 

enough money to survive, therefore Poe joins gambling debt to get money. He was 

also hobby drinking and playing cards. Because of his attitude, Poe finally dropped 

out of the university without a degree. In 1830, Poe success publish his first book. 

Then, to the U.S. Army for some time.  After that, Allan also cut off him so Allan 

did not care about Poe again. This situation made Poe have to be independent to 

survive in life (Harrison, 1903:2). 

In the middle of all his problems, Poe starts to look for a job in some place. 

He also tries to publish his writing again because he has skills in writing, especially 

in the horror genre. In this situation also, Poe was married to his cousin Virginia. 

However, when Poe has get a job, he cannot work there for a long time. He is being 

dismissed from the job because he was drunk also.  

If we connect the way Poe presents emotion through the character in the 

short story The Tell-Tale Heart and makes it related to the aspects of Poe’s life in 

periods until the story was written. It can be said that Poe uses the dark case in his 

life as an inspiration to make this story. The argument with Allan, ignored by Allan, 

and dismissed from the job always stays in Poe’s mind. The Tell-Tale Heart become 

capturing Poe’s protest against his dark years before his wife’s death, the eye of the 

old man becomes an object of all of the things that Poe hates. Because at times Poe 

had to try to write some works, Poe tried to vent his feeling in his works. Poe also 

wants to deliver a message that as a human, we have to be good to someone because 
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if we have unkind to someone, someone may be holding pain or a grudge. In other 

words, Poe tells us to keep the feelings of others.   

Meanwhile, the data that presented in the short story That Bus is Another 

World by Stephen King in the findings above is emotions of bafflement, 

compassion, shock, panic, and relief. Those emotions also felt by the main 

character, that is Wilson. Here, the emotions many appear in the case of Wilson 

face a trouble that related with his job and also a condition around him (King, 

2015:413) 

Bafflement, compassion and relief are types of emotions that are rarely 

talked about before or still rarely. But, this emotion is has the similar meaning with 

certain emotion that commonly usually used. The emotions of bafflement and shock 

appear when he was saw something that happened in the bus, at the time Wilson 

cannot explain clearly about that incident. Then, the emotions of compassion 

appears when Wilson has a desire to help the woman in the bus, it is shows that 

Wilson has a big sympathy in the society around him. His fear of coming late made 

him feels panic. Last, his gratitude because of something did don’t happened made 

him feels relief. 

Same with the first short story, the content and the emotions that exist in the 

short story That Bus is Another World also related to the Stephen King’s life as the 

author of this story. Stephen King was born in Maine in 1947. He is known as a 

famous author of short story contemporary era. Similar with Poe, many works of 

Stephen King also come from his condition or experience of his life, in reality, 

including the horror short story That Bus is Another World (Mazur, 2020: 1). 
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King starts to admire horror works when he was in childhood. At that time, 

he found his father’s books of fantasy and horror fiction, then he read them. When 

he was seven years old, King started writing. King also likes watching fiction and 

monster movie. This habit guide him in building a story of the horror genre in his 

works. 

When King was twelve years old, he send his short fiction to some 

magazines. Although his story did not sell, he get first prize in the essay 

competition. During High School, King writes a small satirical newspaper and at 

eighteen years old he publishes his first story in the magazine. In 1966 King 

graduated from High School and continue to the university. King studied at the 

University of Maine and graduated in 1970. Then, he married Tabitha Spruce and 

get three children. King gets money by doing some part-time, include diligent to 

write a short story in some popular magazines. But sometimes, King also did get 

money. 

The characteristics of King’s work are he usually uses everyday language, 

emotional character, realistic background, and emphasis on the modern problem. 

King also gets some inspiration from the reality that he faces in his life or based on 

his experience.   

According to Mazur (2020: 1-3), one of the incidents that King faces is when 

he saw his friend die in front of his eyes killed by the train. That situation may give 

contributed to King arranging some of the works. On June 19, 1999, King got to 

experience. He was hit by a van when he walked around his house. That incident 
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made him get multiple operations because he cannot walk. He spent his time for a 

while in the hospital.  

In early 2002, King announced his resigned from writing. However, 

although he announces it, he continues to write if he gets an idea. As That Bus is 

Another World become one of his works published in 2014, where he get this 

inspiration in 2013 when he was in a traffic jam in Paris when on the way to become 

a speaker related to his job (Tyler, 2022) 

The idea King wrote That Bus is Another World came from the situation 

when he was getting traffic bad in Paris (King, 2015: 413). At the time, King was 

on the way to attend an event and he will become a speaker. When King starts to 

write the story after back from his tour in Paris, King remembers again what his 

condition is in the middle of a traffic jam when the idea appears in his mind. So, at 

the time, Wilson read a magazine to reduce boredom. Then, next to his car, there is 

a bus. King can see that there is a woman on that bus. First, Wilson just thinks about 

the woman, then he imagines how if there is something happened on the bus, for 

example, a murder. This idea then developed until become a perfect story.  

King made the character Wilson in the story to represent his feeling. When 

Wilson panic to come late, it is related to King’s situation who feels panic but in 

condition afraid and nervous to speak in front of people. Then, the sympathy of 

compassion of the character Wilson when he wants to help the woman it is can 

represent King that King of course has the same emotion if he faces the same 

condition. In another world, King also will help that woman if his imagination 

happened.  
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Thus, seeing the idea that appear when he was in a traffic jam, it such King 

express his emotions about the phenomena at the time about how to minimize traffic 

jams. King also wants to remind people to take care when they are going out, 

especially if they use public transportation and meet with many foreign passengers 

because maybe at the time usually happened crimes in the traffic jam. Based on the 

report or INRIX National Traffic Scorecard, AS, Paris become one of the cities with 

high traffic jams in the world (Australia News, 2013). 

Based on the explanation of both short stories above, we can concluded that 

The Tell-Tale Heart and That Bus is Another World are horror short stories that 

written by famous authors from different eras. Both short stories were written by 

Edgar Allan Poe and Stephen King, they are the authors of the classic and 

contemporary eras. Stephen King likes many horror movies, almost all of their title 

cribbed from Edgar Allan Poe (King, 2000: 46). However, although both of them 

are horror stories and the author (King) likes Poe’s work, after analyzing the short 

stories The Tell-Tale Heart and That Bus is Another World, there are differences 

between both of the author presents in the stories. Either Poe or King they have 

their styles.  

In The Tell-Tale Heart, Poe presents the main emotions of hate as a 

representation of his feeling caused by some problems that he faces in his life, while 

in That Bus is Another World, King presents emotions more about sympathy or care 

and panic as a reflection of his criticism and his condition at the time when he was 

in the middle of a heavy traffic jam and thinking about the idea of the story. 

Furthermore, some emotions are also related to the message that King wants to 
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deliver. Where Edgar Allan Poe delivers the message that we have to keep our 

attitude towards other people to reduce revenge in others self. In contrast, Stephen 

King wants to deliver the message that we have to increase our care for society. 

Another differences are Poe did not criticize the phenomena that happened 

at the time, he only purely expressed his feelings about his problem with John Allan 

and his job, while King criticized the phenomena that happened at the time because 

his idea directly appear when he was in a situation in one place. Edgar Allan Poe 

delivers his real feeling. Meaning, through The Tell-Tale Heart Poe may express 

emotions about what he felt during the last time, while Stephen King only took 

advantage of the opportunity when he got an idea, King still created emotion 

according to his feeling at the time by making the character of the story face a 

certain situation that can make emotion appears to the character. 

Based on the character dimension of the character in short stories, Edgar 

Allan Poe only presents emotion in the short story The Tell-Tale Heart based on the 

psychology of the character in the story, while Stephen King presents emotion in 

the short story That Bus is Another World based on the psychology and sociology 

of the character.  

As for the emotions that are presented, the main character of both short 

stories do not have the same emotions, each short story has its characteristics. From 

the nine selected types of emotions, four types exist in The Tell-Tale Heart, and 

five types exist in That Bus is Another World.  

From the nine exiting emotions, there are two types of emotions that are still 

rarely talked about before in The Tell-Tale Heart, while in That Bus is Another 
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World consist of three types emotions that are rarely talked about before. However, 

although the researcher founds new emotion in classic short story, the strengthening 

of the story is still in the emotions that are commonly known, that is hate, while in 

That Bus is Another World as contemporary short story, those new emotions that 

founded are indeed used to make the story run well, where the emotions used to 

build the story.  

Therefore, through the emotions that exist it can be shown that the way 

Edgar Allan Poe presents the story is by strengthen the content through the 

presentation emotion of hate, while Stephen King strengthen the content through 

the way he arrange the plot of the story, the emotions just for the ornamental of the 

story. Then, Poe presents mysterious horror vibes in The Tell-Tale Heart, while the 

content of That Bus is Another World by King is more modern, although it is a 

horror story, the plot of the story is related to the development era at this time.  

The results of this study are similar to the three previous studies from Basuki 

(2015), Yulianto (2017), and Arfiani & Saud (2019). The result of this research is 

similar to what Basuki (2017) analyzed in the journal The Author’s Psychological 

Aspect and Its Influence on The Main Character’s Characterization in The Novel 

Lady Chatterlay’s Lover by David Herbert Lawrence. Based on the result, it can be 

concluded that the psychology of the authors can inspire them to create a certain 

character in their story.  

Another case is what Yulianto (2017) analyzed in the journal Aspek 

Psikologi Tokoh Utama dalam Novel “Sang Pemimpi” Karya Andrea Hirata. 
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According to the results it, can be concluded that the author sometimes wants to 

deliver a certain message through the literary works that they create.  

The last is based on what Arfiani & Saud (2019) analyzed in the journal 

entitled Psychology in “Anne of Green Gables” a Novel Written by Lucy Maud 

Montgomery. Seeing the result of this study, it can be concluded that the conditions 

of the author can become a background for the creation of the study. The author 

sometimes wants to express their feelings through their literary works.  

Although the objects analyzed by the researcher, Basuki (2015), Yulianto 

(2017), and Arfiani & Saud (2019) are different, their works show the result that if 

the condition of the author can influence the creation of a literary work and the 

author can use literary work to deliver a certain message.  

Some of the results that have been presented above are the human emotions 

that are put by the authors in the short stories The Tell-Tale Heart and That Bus is 

Another World based on the psychology of the author. The result shows that there 

are some emotions that are rarely talked about before based on Smith’s theory 

(2015). Then, there are also the comparative of presentation stories between Edgar 

Allan Poe and Stephen King as the author of classic and contemporary eras.  
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusions 

After selecting ten types of emotions that possibly indicate the emotions of 

the main character in the short stories The Tell-Tale Heart and That Bus is Another 

World, the researcher found nine emotions of the main character. In The Tell-Tale 

Heart there are emotions of irritation, guilt, hatred, and dread, while in That Bus is 

Another World, there are emotions of relief, panic, bafflement, compassion, and 

shock.  

Both of the short stories shows the differences in types of emotions and the 

ways the author presents emotions based on their condition. Edgar Allan Poe as the 

author of The Tell-Tale Heart express the main emotion of hate as the capturing of 

Poe to the dark things that he experienced during his life until the story was written. 

In other hand, Stephen King as the author of That Bus is Another World, through 

the character of Wilson he more drawing the emotion of sympathy about the 

condition of the woman at the bus that Wilson saw and emotion of panic about the 

worry of Wilson if he came late in the meeting place. This is the capturing of King’s 

condition at the time when he was in the heavy traffic jam to do business journey 

in Paris in 2013. He was panic thinking about he become a speaker and have to 

speak in front of many people. This story also become the way of King to express 

his emotions and idea that he felt at the time related to the things that he saw and 

experienced around him.  
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Therefore, although the genre of short stories are horror, but the author can 

deliver the emotions not only focus about fear or tension but also emotion that 

related to the human life. Furthermore, in both short stories there are some emotions 

that found still new or rarely talked about before such as irritation, dread, 

bafflement, compassion, and relief. 

B. Suggestions 

Based on the result of the research, the researcher realized that there are still 

many deficiencies in this research because the limited knowledge of the researcher. 

Thus, the researcher suggest to anyone who want to do a research about comparative 

of The Tell-Tale Heart and That Bus is Another World as the classic and the 

contemporary work, they can continue to analyze between the differences of 

narrative technique of the authors in presents emotions in their story. 
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